Abstract-Large-scale scientific applications play important roles in supporting research. However, it is often very expensive and time-consuming to make changes to, maintain and evolve the scientific code due to its complexity and poor programming skills of researchers. Therefore, in order to visualize scientific code architecture to optimize software design, understand undocumented source code, and analyze software flow and functionality, we first introduce a unit testing framework (UTF). Then, because such infrastructure's performance is very crucial in practical use since the scientific legacy applications simulate instances in a long period of time, we improve the UTF by applying Message Passing based Parallelization and parallel I/O operations. Furthermore, due to the scientific code has enormous state data and the I/O capacity on the server is limited, we apply in situ data analysis method to encounter fewer resource limitations, and adopt signal processing to greatly reduce data transfer. Last, we demonstrated the correctness and high-efficiency of our framework for legacy Earth model on Titan supercomputer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale scientific applications play important roles in exploring and improving our daily life. However, these applications expose a lot of software problems. Even though researchers spend more and more time developing software [1] , the quality of this kind of software suffers due to lacking professional programming skills. The poorly developed codes lead to a waste of time and energy of researchers. Additionally, scientists would rather focus on scientific theories or experiments compare to spend time in testing. Furthermore, it is often very expensive to make changes to the scientific code, and it is even more difficult to maintain and evolve the legacy infrastructure due to the lower-level programming structure. In addition, the complex scientific code is not only used by one single project but also is often reused by other model scientists, the cascade impact would cause several prominent discovery retractions when an error comes from other team was not discovered in time. Therefore, scientists need to be aware of best practices to improve their own approaches and for reviewing computational work by others [2] . Also, the issues of code reuse and platform compatibility cannot be overlooked. When successful codes with poor documentation are modified repeatedly by others to perform new tasks, the mangled code can become notoriously messy. Last, large scientific legacy systems are complex, which contain hundreds of thousands of lines of source code and even thousands of individual modules. For example, Figure 1 . shows interrelationships among five related subroutines of a terrestrial land model within an Earth System code. This code has configurations that require multiple, time-consuming test procedures, and can generate gigabytes of data per second for global simulation [3] , it is hard to track variables and the impacts of individual modules. Therefore, it is important to build a framework for researchers and scientists that can easily visualize source code architecture to understand code, check errors, optimize, maintain and evolve software design and analyze software flow and functionality. In the same time, the framework should be easy to use, runnable on every computing platform and hidden unnecessary technical details from programmers.
Software testing includes processes of analyzing the existing software to evaluate their features and to make sure that all of users'requirements are met. It consists of verification and validation procedures: check the conformity of the software and execute the software to ensure that it performs perfectly to satisfy users' needs and follows the specific requirement as agreed between the development team and customers. The motivation and the goal of unit tests meet the requirement of such a framework. First, unit tests are fundamentally written to make sure that the unit module code meets its design requirements and executes as expected. Second, the goal of unit testing procedures is to isolate each part of the code and testify to ensure the individual parts work correctly. Therefore, researchers can modify modules easily through a UTF without causing potential problems and can check any intermediate results through UTF. There are many unit testing frameworks, such as FUnit (not active anymore), Fortran Unit Test Framework (FRUIT), FortUnit (not active anymore), pFUnit, and Flips (a collection of Fortran modules). The detailed comparison shows in Table I . Since Fortran unit testing module in Flibs can't detect automatically and are not robust, we only take the FRUIT and the pFUnit as examples. These tools include self-own designed Fortran files which contain functions can be used to write tests and other language extensions to preprocess target unit code for generating unit tests and test driver automatically. After a test driver is compiled along with the unit test modules and the Fortran files, a stand-alone executable is produced. This standalone executable executes the tests and summarizes the results. The differences between these two frameworks are: pFunit, includes comprehensive modules, support PGI Fortran and parallel codes, is better for software engineer while FRUIT is a small package which needs users to write specific unit tests. Their common defect is they do not have the ability to deal with codes snippets that include global variables. In computer programming, a global variable is a variable with global scope, meaning that it is accessible throughout the whole program. A global environment or global state means a set of all global variables. In this circumstance, any test tool will have to configure all the time for all test cases for any global variable, which makes testing harder. Furthermore, applications with a mutable global state are of poor testability but also unsafe, for example, in a case of program-wide database credentials, one test would cause corresponding vulnerabilities when it accesses to a specific test database. Therefore, all unit testing frameworks normally don't consider global variables. However, in legacy scientific code bases, there are big chances to have huge global variables anywhere, and bugs that can be caused by mutation from anywhere in the programs are even trickier, as it's often hard to capture the accurate reason, therefore, we must find ways to collect them automatically and deal with them conveniently. 
II. PROBLEMS AND METHODS
Building unit testing framework with unit test modules includes global variables are not merely transforming source code chunks into many small executables and employing asserts to verify. In fact, isolate dependent units to portable independent units need to capture architectural dependency and external libraries dependencies first, and then preserve the behavior of units with updating the dependencies from complex ones to only the needed constituent subunits and less external libraries. Therefore, we push down the complex library dependencies and overwrite them with easily applied method; for data dependence and data initialization problems, we adopt a recursive compiler-based code analyzer, which analyzes every unit module's and its submodule's data flow, in the meantime, processes submodels'initialization problems to make the single unit runnable. The data flow is necessary for two procedures: one is to get the benchmark experiment data for test case verification, shown in Figure 2 ., the other is to initialize them at the beginning of the test modules. In the figure, based on the access method of data, the analyzer divides data into three groups: the write_only group, in which data will only be written and stored in buffer; the read_only group, in which data will only be read and stored in files; and the read_write group that is written and read by the same module.
Verification is an essential part of scientific unit testing. After rerun the instrumented source code, UTF can achieve required data for driving tests and verifying tests. However, since the progress of I/O data operation cannot keep up pace with numerical computing pace, it is expensive to scale up the I/O resource in accordance with compute cycles, also, on parallel file systems, large-scale data sets are typically In order to split data dependency for separating a subroutine, the code analyzer collects all the global variables not only in this subroutine but also in the child subroutine and divides them into three categories based on access methods. Then instrument the original source code with data flow definition to get all data stream values.
flushed into slower archival systems in order to make room for other users [4] . Therefore, UTF builds an in situ data infrastructure to process data and transfer data. Based on this infrastructure, we develop a separate application which serves as a communication channel that can be driven by running UTF. At first, the UTF starts as a client, it interacts with the legacy scientific code which serves as a server and requests specific variable names and specific time windows. Then the scientific software executes, and check if the data generated in target modules are requested by the UTF after each target module is finished. If the data are requested, the legacy software will pack them into a memory buffer and sent it to the UTF over the network. The UTF keeps listening on its own shared data endpoint and once a data package arrives, it will unpack the data and stores them in separate memory buffers or disks respectively for future in situ analysis and experimental evaluation. Figure 3. shows the overview of the UTF, left part is the instrumented source code, the middle part is the communication service, and the right part is the UTF.
The scientific legacy applications include large-scale systems to handle customer accounts in banks, air traffic control, power grids, nuclear power plants and military defense installations, which are complex and require high performance. Even though sequential UTF is fast for one time step execution, the scientific code needs to simulate many instances for a long period of time, which make it is very crucial in practice to improve UTF's performance. First, due to the significance of I/O behavior for overall performance, we parallel the I/O operation by dividing the variables into two storage units based on their access mode (read only, write only and modified) with a code analyzer [5] , which greatly improved the performance. Second, we parallel the computation by using Message Passing based Parallelization. Unit simulation procedures can be considerably accelerated by running them in parallel computation environments, such as the cloud. However, set up such environment and configure the UTF manually require specific knowledge and extra cost which conflicts with UTF's design goals that portability and researcherfriendly. Instead, given a set of unit simulations, researchers and scientists do not need to modify unit testing framework code, and can easily monitor the execution and results of target units experiment. Therefore, the test framework should be able to allocate corresponding computational resources, such as virtual machines, and schedule the execution of units. 
III. EXPERIMENT FRAMEWORK
The UTF for legacy scientific software is convenient to extend to many applications, such as a virtual observation system for real-time computer simulations [6] , variables tracking and individual modules impact tracking [7] [8], new specific scientific evaluation tools design and data analysis [10] [11] [9] , shown in Figure 5 . Work [10] demonstrates this framework can reconfigure to capture highfrequency events and low-frequency events by using signal processing and detection approaches to the memory-based data streams, shown in Figure 6 . In order to simultaneously save memory and retain as many of the data's contours as possible, the framework first adopts low-pass filter and down sampling signal processing method to preprocess raw target data values. Then use the Euclidean distance comparison result to detect anomalies. Last, discover events based on the total anomalies. This approach reduces the data transfer greatly between analysis and computing nodes. Work [11] explains the framework makes legacy code monitoring possible and provides scientists an intuitive and useful way to explore results. : Event Detection Process. The UTF uses lowpass filter and down sampling data process method to preprocess data, estimates the monthly average pattern for every variable in each month, then calculates the Euclidean distance between the data in each individual month and the monthly average pattern, triggers an alert if the ratio is larger than 0.8 and marks as an anomaly event if alerts more than 100 times.
IV. CONCLUSION
Large-scale scientific applications are very important in scientific research. However, due to its complexity and quality problems, it is difficult but important to visualize, maintain and evolve the scientific code. Therefore, in this paper, we first introduce the concept of UTF which designed to understand undocumented source code easier. Then improve the UTF by applying Message Passing based Parallelization and parallel I/O operations in order to make it more practical in practice. Because of resource limitations and huge state data transfer, we furthermore adopt signal processing to greatly reduce data transfer during in situ data analysis processing. We demonstrated the correctness and high-efficiency of our framework for legacy scientific code running on Titan supercomputer at ORNL. We believe our flexible and parallel UTF can be readily adapted to a wide range of simulations, expediting scientific discoveries. For the future work, we will apply it to external data analysis toolkits, such machine learning and statistics etc.
